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and
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Boot Camp

Christ
shares
political
priorities
with
community

Since Marjuanee has been removed from an abusive situation and
started living with her aunt British, she has blossomed into a happy young lady.

Charlie Crist



Audrey “Pat” McGhee
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

BY ALLEN A. BUCHANAN

BY CINDY CARTER

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Front-running Democratic
Gubernatorial candidate
Charlie Crist said at a press
conference held Tuesday
morning at the Enoch Davis
Center that he would sign
five Executive Orders of fairness immediately after
being sworn in as governor
if he were elected.
The first Executive
Order (EO) that Crist said
he would sign if he were inaugurated would be to bring
back open, honest and transparent government.
“I think it’s fundamentally important that you have
access to your government,”
said Crist.
The gubernatorial hopeful further emphasized the
conditions that people
should not have to deal with
while accessing governmen-

ST. PETERSBURG —
British Dancy wants the
world to know how a little
respect and a lot of love can
turn around lives. She is the
aunt of a local teenager
caught up in a web of alleged abuse and family turmoil.
Granted guardianship
in January of this year of

See CRIST, page 5

her beautiful niece Marjuanee, who will be an eighth
grader come August,
Dancy chose to open up
about the family history
that according to her has
been marred by emotional
and physical abuse toward
one of its younger members.
“She tried to commit
suicide like three times,”
said Dancy who tells of her
niece’s time at the Personal

Enrichment through Mental
Health
Services
(PEMHS), a crisis care facility in St. Petersburg
where the teen was treated
for cutting.
Dancy cites years of
abuse at the hands of family
members, some in Texas
where her niece lived with
her father and then again
here after she returned to
live with her mother in
2010, for the suicide at-

tempts. The last attempt
was reported in January
and after her release from
PEMHS, Marjuanee found
herself just a few days later
taking refuge with her aunt.
Dancy admits to notifying local authorities and
those in Texas of the abuse
allegations, but feels the urgency has been pushed
under the table out west
See HOPE, pages 7

Parent Summit #11
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —It
may be summer, but that
didn’t stop parents from
gathering on National
Parent’s Day weekend to
once again discuss how to
support local students
and their families.
Positive Impact Ministries, located at 2750
34th St. S., was abuzz with
community
members
dedicated to making a difference at the 11th Educational Summit sponsored
by the Parent Support for
Education Council, Inc.

(PSFEC).
Turning the hearts of
children and parents toward one another was the
focus of this summit, and
after prayer, reading from
scripture and mission objectives, the morning got
going with parent testimonials and heartfelt stories of everyday people
trudging through the
rollercoaster of life.
Many community officials were present from
Pastor Martin Rainey,
president of PSFEC to Juvenile Welfare Board’s
See HEARTS, page 4

ST. PETERSBURG —
The 2014 Youth Etiquette
and Fashion Boot Camp was
created when Audrey “Pat”
McGhee, CEO of APM
Fashions, collaborated with
The Gathering of Women,
Inc. to give fashion conscious youth, aged 10-18, a
more realistic overview of
the fashion industry.
Many young people
dream of the glamour of
being a high fashion model
that struts down the catwalk
before adoring fans as the
flashing light bulbs of the paparazzi explodes prisms of
light around them. However,
The Youth Etiquette and
Fashion Boot Camp wanted
them to be aware of the business aspect of the fashion industry; what it takes to be
successful, other employment opportunities that are
available besides modeling
and most importantly to
come away with their self-esteem high.
“There is no shortage of
negative role models for our
girls in today’s society.
Young girls imitate the actions and appearance of
videos, movies and television
See YOUTH, page 8

Pastor Martin Rainey, president of PSFEC


 

Tony & Nello's
Southern Italian Cuisine & Grille
(formerly JOJO'S PIZZA)
has been serving Tierra Verde
and St. Pete Beach for more
than 30 years. We offer
authentic southern Italian food.
We specialize in wood-fired
brick oven pizza.

Dine In or
Carry Out!
Catering service is available.

1136 Pinellas Bayway S.
St Petersburg, FL 33715
www.tonyandnellos.com

    
   
Over 34 Years in Tampa Bay
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Painting • Drywall • Flooring
Plumbing • Windows• Roofing
Soffit & Fascia Cabinets• Kitchen & Bath
Garage & Porch Rehabilitation
Custom Home Remodeling
Approved Rehabilitation Contractor for: City of Tampa, Hillsborough County,
City of St. Petersburg, Pinellas County and Polk County
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Email: reevesbuilding@verizon.net • www.ReevesBuilding.com
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REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

By Pastor Martin Rainey

Increasing Parental
Engagement by 100 percent
“The obstacle that hinders increasing
engagement is the attitude of both the
parent and church”
The weekend of July 26-27 was National Parent’s day, so the PSFEC held its
Education Summit and Worship services
on Saturday at Positive Impact Ministries, host Pastors Jay and Kara’lynn
Brubaker and on Sunday at Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist Church, host Pastor, Rev. Dr. Bragg L. Turner.
Sun.,, July 27, the official National
Parent’s Day, the speaker delivered a
message entitled: “Turning the Hearts of
Parents and Children to Each Other.”
The speaker made two thought provoking statements based on two passages of
scripture: Proverbs 31:8-9 and James
1:27.
• “Any parent and Church that does
not provide for or insure the education of
their children is an oppressor and has
doomed children to poverty, prison and
or death! Parent and church, do you have
time to save your children from poverty,
prison and or death?”
• “The obstacle that hinders increasing engagement is the attitude of the
both the parent and the church!”
The speaker further noted two facts
from the Florida Department of Education:
(1) The following struggling elementary schools are failing at grade level
three reading ranging from 77-82 percent per school: Melrose, Campbell
Park, Fairmount Park, Lakewood and
Maximo.
(2) One of the schools received an investment of 3.5 million dollars over three
or four years. However, according to the
Tampa Bay Times’ Sat., June 14, 2014
issue in an article called “Tampa Bay
turnaround schools need more work
after poor FCAT results,” the school
showed only a 5 percent increase.
The missing elements were 90 percent of the 600 parents and 17 churches

Raising children in south St. Pete

and the community.
Parents, the community and the
schools must come together! We can do
it better together! Much lip service has
been given to the problem of increasing
family and community engagement for
many years.
Suggested Action:
(1) Parent and church do an introspection based on Psalm 139:23-24
(2) Parents, the community and the
schools participate in a series of listening
community forums led by the churches.
Listening by the schools, and not blaming by parents, churches and community, but sharing concerns and strategies
that will lead to increasing engagement
by 100 percent in the aforementioned
schools.
Additional action strategies would be
developed under the leadership of the
churches community (including the
PSFEC and other community based parent-focused organizations.)
If you are disturbed and challenged
by Holy Spirit after reading Ps 139:23-24;
Proverbs 31:8-9 and James 1:27, email
The Weekly Challenger at editor@theweeklychallenger.com. You can also
reach me at 727- 420- 1326 or
mrainey390@verizon.net. Give your
name, cell and email address.
Pastor Rainey serves as Community
Outreach Pastor for the Faith Memorial
MB Church, Rev. Dr. Bragg L. Turner,
Senior Pastor. He also serves as president
of the Parent Support For Education
Council, Inc., and chairman of JWB South
County Community Council. He may be
contacted: mrainey390@verizon.net or
(727) 420-1326.
The Parent Council meets every third
Thursday of each month @ 6:30 p.m.,
Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist 1800
18th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, at the (Resource Center), to the far right and adjacent to the Church. The community is
welcome.
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It appears that with each passing day
we seem to fall deeper and deeper into the
abyss, which are the snares and pitfalls of
Satan. I thank God for patience; although,
I could have done without the tribulations
that accompany it. (Rom 5:3) It seems
like the church and the surrounding communities have conspired to decide that
“we are only gonna be concerned about
‘ours’ and not focus on the big picture.”
The whole south side community is
fragmented with this mindset and it
clearly shows. Every time school grades
come out, you hear the alumni of those
that went to the schools that received AB grades teasing the ones that received
D-F grades.
Some do this jokingly but most are serious, and this shouldn’t be the case. This
city is plagued with so many internal issues that there should never be a time
where jokes are the norm, but I digress.
I participated in two charity events
over the weekend and had a super time.
One was on a golf course, the other bowling. Although I’m not the athlete I used
to be due to surgeries and military life, I
finished and didn’t embarrass myself.
Two totally different environments
and groups of people but each had relatively the same goal: to help the youth of
this city. I learned some very interesting
facts regarding the fight to save our kids.
Apparently the future logistics and development of prisons is being determined
based on a very telling factor, the number
of youth that fail the FCAT around the
fourth grade! The probability of them
ending up in prison is speculated to be
considerably higher for these kids.
Some don’t realize that if you trap or
imprison the male and hinder their ability
to remain in society, you have struck a
major blow in minimizing the growth of
the entire society because of the inability
to procreate.
This is why parents and the church
play such a vital role in the direction and
path our kids must take. The Bible is
clear, Prov. 18: 6, “Train up a child in the
way he should go: and when he is old, he
will not depart from it.” Train, in this case,
means to teach a particular skill or type of
behavior through practice and instruction
over a period of time. What part of that
definition allows for opinions or suggestions from the one being trained? None.
So if that is the case, when we train our
kids, it must be done in a manner where
they are not allowed to interject opinions,
feelings or suggestions.
What could they possibly tell us as it
relates to preparing them for the world
that awaits them?
Yes I’m a Marine, but you can ask any
of my kids if I raised them with an iron
fist. I’m comfortable what answer they
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will give you. I was firm but fair. The very
interesting thing is that I didn’t whip any
of my kids, four boys and two girls. I can’t
possibly tell you how this happened other
than the fact that the system my wife and
I put into place worked and worked to perfection, or at least as close to perfect as
one could expect.
I’m not bragging or acting as though
we are perfect parents, however, we have
developed a system for success for our
kids and the end results I feel support
this. Those that know us know the success our kids have had and are having so
I won’t go into it here. You can read my
bio on my ministry’s website that will be
published live next week. (www.menofsteelministries.com)
I talked to several men at the golf tournament and recently my mother-in-law
and I can say that I think I’m on the right
track. So much has been said but little
done to effectively invoke consistent, effective change that is saving our youth.
Looking at the local news substantiates
this fact.
It’s not nor will it ever be my intention
to provoke just to provoke, only to provoke into action. I can debate with the
best of them so be prepared to have your
evidence based off facts not opinions because that won’t work with me.
I know writing articles like this most
think that it’s just an opinion or feelings,
but as I said I have facts, results, and evidence that what we have employed has
worked. We didn’t just have boys only or
girls only, not one, not two, not three but
six of our kids have the south side St. Pete
experience.
They went to Sexton, Southside, Pinellas Middle, Bogie, Gibbs, St. Pete and
Lakewood. Only one of them stayed their
entire high school experience at one
school. The others did not because of the
arrogance of some the faculty and administration. It was amazing to me how they
thought that they knew what was in my
kids’ best interest even when some of
them didn’t even have kids!
Education is a vital part in the development and maintaining a civilized society; but, when it comes to raising kids in
south St. Pete, there are limitations to the
effectiveness of just education alone. As
a matter of fact, I have met some that are
“educated beyond their own intelligence.”
What I mean by that is simple, it doesn’t
matter how many books you’ve read, how
many workshops or seminars you’ve attended, the fact is that a person with experience will never be at the mercy of a
person with a theory.
Sorry I have to end in mid thought.
Until next week.
God Bless,
Dr. Rob
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COMMUNITY NEWS
How will Greenlight Pinellas help
economic development?
BY WATSON HAYNES
Guest Columnist

ST. PETERSBURG –
As more and more Pinellas County residents
learn about the upcoming
Greenlight Pinellas referendum, have you wondered
how
the
improvements to the
county’s transit system
would impact you?
Greenlight Pinellas,
which will come before
voters for approval on
Nov. 4, is a plan to increase bus service in the
county by 65 percent while
also creating a light rail system from St. Petersburg to
Gateway to Clearwater.
And even if you don’t
plan on regularly using the
improved transit system
yourself, these transportation improvements would
spur significant economic
growth and development
that will benefit the entire
County.
With that in mind, here
are four ways Greenlight
Pinellas would improve
Pinellas from an economic
development standpoint:
People looking for jobs
will have access to a wider
range of opportunities.
Increasing bus service
by 65 percent will open up
opportunities for people
who can’t depend on the
current bus system to get to
work.
A big challenge we’re
seeing right now is a lack of
transportation options. Currently, buses aren’t running
frequently enough or late
enough in the day to adequately accommodate getting to work and back. In
fact, for some, it’s easier to
walk or ride a bicycle to
work rather than trying to
catch a bus.
This can be a real difficulty for the unemployed
and causes some not to pursue jobs that are any significant distance from them.
For example, someone liv-

ing in South St. Petersburg
might have trouble getting
to a job in North County
with the current system,
but that situation would be
vastly improved after
Greenlight’s transportation
improvements become a
reality.
Increased transportation will also help those already working.
Even if someone is employed and has a car, an expanded bus system may be
appealing as a way to get to
work. A family with a limited income might not have
enough money for a second
car, for example, so having
more public transportation
options could make a big
impact.
Millennials are another
key group to keep in mind.
Young professionals entering the workforce tend to
be drawn to areas with
strong transportation systems. This group is less interested in driving, and
more interested in having
the ability to ride a train or
bus to get to their destination.
Rail stops can attract
major redevelopment opportunities.
Not only would a new
rail system expand transportation options, it would
also transform the neighborhoods surrounding the
stops. At each stop on the
rail line, there would be potential for major growth and

redevelopment.
In other U.S. cities,
areas around rail stops have
become thriving walkable
environments with apartments, condos, stores and
restaurants, similar to what
is happening in downtown
St. Petersburg.
People like the idea of
living near a rail stop because of the convenience a
rail system can offer, while
retailers are attracted to
these areas because of the
number of potential customers who pass by each
day.
Saving on car expenses
create opportunities for
people to spend money in
other ways in the community.
When people can rely
on the bus or train to get to
work and other destinations, funds once spent on
car expenses are now available for other uses. In turn,
this can result in people investing in their homes instead of on the upkeep
associated with a car.
And as people make advancements
financially,
they spend more money in
their community, whether
that’s supporting local businesses or creating a more
appealing place to live.
Meanwhile, this can motivate others in an area to improve their situations,
causing a chain reaction
that can start to improve an
entire community._–

St. Pete’s Finest: Oneshia Herring
ST. PETERSBURG –
Oneshia Herring, Esq. has
been named by The National Bar Association as
one of this year’s “Top
Trailblazers Under 40.”
The award honors legal
trailblazers who have
achieved prominence and
distinction in their fields,
including the practice of
law, academia, business,
civic and charitable affairs,
the judiciary, or politics,
and have demonstrated a
strong commitment to advancing the goals and mission of the National Bar
Association.
Herring works in Washington, D.C. as policy counsel at the Center for
Responsible
Lending
(CLR), a non-profit, nonpartisan organization that
works to protect homeownership and family wealth by
fighting abusive lending
practices toward low-income persons and communities of color.
In this capacity she
works with federal and
state lawmakers, regulators and partners to promote fair and equitable
lending practices. She primarily focuses on legislative and regulatory policy
issues related to mortgage
lending, foreclosure prevention, debt collection and
small dollar consumer
credit products.
She helped draft and
pass several important legislative efforts to combat
foreclosure at the state
level including Nevada
Homeowner Bill of Rights,
Colorado Housing Stabilization and Mortgage Accountability Act and others.
The awardees were
honored during the Trailblazers Under 40 Gala July
26 in Atlanta, during the organizations 89th Annual
Convention. Attorney Herring is a proud graduate of
Gibbs High School and the
Pinellas County Center for
the Arts (PCCA). She is
daughter of Wilmer Jay
Herring and the late Car-

olyn Jackson Herring and
granddaughter for Johnnie
and Mildred Jackson.
Prior to joining CRL,
Herring participated as a
Congressional Fellow with
the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation, Inc.
(CBCF), a research, policy
and educational institute
that aims to improve the socioeconomic
circumstances
of
African
Americans and other underserved communities.
Herring began her fellowship as Policy Advisor
and Legislative Counsel for
the Honorable Alcee L.
Hastings managing his legislative strategy on judiciary,
housing
and
community development
issues. During her second
term, she worked on the
Senate Housing, Banking
and Urban Affairs Subcommittee on Housing, Transportation, and Community
Development chaired by
Senator Robert Menendez,
where she worked intensely on the Choice
Neighborhoods Act and
several other housing reform bills.

She also worked as
counsel with the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission’s Appellate
Review Sector and Microsoft Corporation’s Legal
and Corporate Affairs Division.
Currently
Herring
serves as Legislative Affairs co-chairperson of the
National Bar Association’s
Young Lawyers Division,
where she leads the division’s legislative and advocacy efforts. She is also a
proud member of the
North Carolina State Bar,
National Association of
Consumer Advocates, National Bar Association,
Washington Government
Relations Group and Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated.
Herring earned a B.S.
from the Florida State University, an M.A. from the
University of Central
Florida and a J.D. from the
North Carolina Central
University School of Law.
Congratulations
Oneshia for making St. Petersburg proud.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Morning Glory Urban Christian Television Network set to launch
BY JOYCE NANETTE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer

TAMPA BAY — Black
women continue to be underrepresented on television, in film and in
advertising; in fact, the titles of network owner, producer or CEO are almost
nonexistent when they are
attached to a black woman
in show business.
Of course, we are familiar with names such as
Shonda Rhimes, executive
producer, writer and creator of “Grey’s Anatomy”
and the new megahit “Scandal;” Debra L. Lee is at
helm of BET as chairman
and CEO and Forbes magazine staple Oprah Winfrey
who owns Harpo Productions and has her network.
But it becomes hard
pressed to name other
black women executives in
the business. That was until
now.
Sas Srinivasa is set to
enter into this small elite
arena by becoming the
owner of the newly created
network Morning Glory
Urban Christian Television
Network. With recent nego-

tiations with parent company SIMA Communications
completed,
the
network is set to launch in
August.
Srinivasa began her
broadcast career in 2012
when she was producer and
host of her first show,
“Kingdom Connection with
Fire Sas,” a one hour television ministry. Her earlier
job had been far away from
the bright television studio
lights. She was an order
taker at a fast food drive
thru.
With a chance encounter with a CEO of a
local network, she was told
she had a unique voice that
was being wasted at the
drive thru. Although he did
not assist her in getting into
the broadcast world, she
felt it was a sign from God.
And this year the network is
becoming a reality.
“I thank Marlen Abrahantes, president and CEO
of SIMA Communications
Group for believing in me,
always will I be grateful,”
Srinivasa stated.
Srinivasa credits her religious faith and her drive to
achieve to her late parents,



Bertha and Josh Danford.
“They instilled good values
in my life and so much
love,” she said. “It taught
me to let love flow through
me. I began preaching at
the age of four. I was at a
tent revival in Georgia with
my maternal grandparents
and I began preaching. “I’ve
not been perfect, but I’ve
been faithful.”
Srinivasa said that in the
past she has pastored
churches but that is not a
role suited for her at the
moment. She considers
herself to be a prophetess.
“A prophetess is to be the
mouthpiece of God to his
people with 100 percent accuracy,” she explained. “I
like to pour into God’s people.”
Morning Glory Urban
Christian Network will be
on 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Some of the
times slots are already developed including “Super
Sunday Rock,” which Srinivasa exclaimed it will
“showcase of the gifted,
anointed and talented.” The
program will be diverse and
can include gospel singers,
inspirational
dancers,

choirs, and musicians. “I
want to serve up balance,”
said Srinivasa.
She is in negotiations
with major entertainers to
come on or to dedicate a full
day of their work. Monday
through Friday will be
blocked to sell space to
other Christian based
churches and venues.
Srinivasa
graduated
from Boca Ciega High
School and has bachelor’s
degree in marketing from

the University of Florida.
She is a mother of four, and
two of her children will be
an integral part of the network.
Her youngest son, Mahabi, will be the engineer
and her daughter, Paviella,
the program director. Her
other sons are, Chandrahasa Srinivasa, executive
assistant pastor of Friendship Baptist Church and
her eldest, Narasipur, who
she says is her major moti-

vator to keep going forward.
“I want God to direct my
path,” Srinivasa stated. “I
want to bring Morning
Glory Urban Christian Network to all of the major markets. I always say to keep it
real, keep it humble and to
keep it moving.”
The network will launch
August 29, but until then
you can check out thier
website at www.morningglorytv.net.

                     

Turning the hearts of children and parents toward one another
From HEARTS, page 1

(JWB) Trenia Cox and
Delquanda Turner. Each
discussed the importance
of parents in the lives of
children and urged more
parents south of Central Avenue to get involved not
only with their child’s
school, but in their everyday lives as well.
Motivational speaker
Henry Johnson shared the
emotional story of losing
his first child and the turmoil in almost losing his
second, his little girl now
11, who was born weighing
just over a pound. Johnson
feels his struggle to have a
family increased his patience and determination to
stick with it when times got
tough. He connects with his
daughter each day, as his
own mom did with him, and
hopes his words will guide
other parents into being
better at getting involved
with their children.
“Kids who skip, hang
with kids who skip, kids
who make straight A’s hang
with the kids that make
straight A’s,” he said. “It all
makes sense if you just pay
attention to it.”
Connection is the key
according to Johnson, and
he cautioned parents on
falling into the trap of being
in the same house with children, but not really interacting. Johnson lives by the
old adage that kids don’t
know unless you tell them.
A saying his mom lived by,
and one that Johnson holds
dear to his heart today. “You
need to know and hear
what’s possible,” he said.
Johnson acknowledged
that parents have a lot
going on, some with more
than one job and single parents struggling to put food
on the table each night. But
unconditional love is free
and Johnson and the members of PSFEC know that if
you give what you have,
kids will see what you’re
doing and hear what you
are talking about and try to
emulate it. Parents were encouraged to make their actions and what’s coming out
of their mouths something

positive.
One of the topics up for
discussion was the parent
as the oppressor. PSFEC
recognizes that the role of
parents is essential in shaping children and their outlook on life, but view
oppressive parents as detrimental to their message.
Trenia Cox, JWB Planning Manager, defines oppressive parents as those
who berate their children
on a regular basis with such
practices as name-calling or
projecting anger towards
children.
“Oppressive parents really are serious catalysts
that contribute to the
pipeline to prison,” she said
noting that unwanted or
unloved children are crowding the jail cells. “We have a
responsibility to reach out
to those parents.”
Cox cited the more than
130 churches located south
of Central that could take
up the cause noting that
parents who talk down to
kids are dealing with abuse
issues themselves from
their own childhood.
Parents attending the
summit agreed. One explaining that as role models
parents must realize their
job is to sit and listen to
their children so that they
may attempt to understand
the issues their child is
going through, not to provoke their children to
rouse.
Candace Billingsley, a
member of the PSFEC,
gave a testimonial of her
strife in raising eight kids
on her own. A success story
in the making, Billingsley
took it upon herself to follow Pastor Rainey to every
meeting he attended in an
effort to better herself and
gain guidance as to how to
improve the lives of her
children.
“Every meeting that I
could be at, I was there,”
said
Billingsley
who
learned making the right
choices isn’t always easy. “I
had to learn to re-parent
myself all over again.”
Master of Ceremonies

Reverend Wayne Reese
profoundly stated that father absenteeism from the
lives of their children does
not always have to be the
determining factor on
whether a child will succeed in life.
“We have had single parents all of our lives,” he said
noting that he was raised in
a single parent household.
“So we’ve got to get over
that misconception that
being a single parent is
going to inhibit our children
from being positive or having a positive impact in our
schools.”
Reese instead suggested that whoever is in
that child’s life needs to get
involved and engage in conversation and activities with
their child so they are
aware of what is expected of
them.
Johnson had no problem pointing out the football
fields around town as being
laden with fathers and
mothers supporting their
children on the field. But
he, along with other PSFEC
members, feel that parent
energies and support would
be better served in helping
their children excel in their
academic endeavors where
they will experience a
higher rate of success over
the small chance they will
be picked to go professional.
“Parents say they don’t
have time to do x-y-z, but
they’re on that field because
that’s important to them,”
said Johnson who believes
the culture surrounding
what’s important needs to
be changed. “They’re trying to get that contract out
of a 10 year old kid.”
He suggested that many
high school aged children
have difficulties getting
along with their teachers,
although they have learned
to deal with their coaches
and wants parents of athletes to realize the classroom will get their child
further than football.
Cassandra Jackson is
part of PSFEC’s parent empowerment training and

Rev. Wayne Reese

Harriet Curry-Cade

Candace Billingsley

Henry Johnson

Carolyn Dixon

Jackie McGee

Phil Garrett

Carl Lavender

Kara’lynn Brubaker

was on hand signing up
caregivers to receive coaching in navigating the public
school system jargon and
provide handy tidbits to parents.
“I know that parenting
does not come with instructions,” she said emphasizing the need for parents to
gain the skills and knowledge necessary to communicate with school officials
and teachers. “This training
will help remove the lack of
knowledge, the intimidating

atmosphere some feel.”
A JWB table of resources was also set up for
parents with information on
where to get help, as well as
school supplies for the upcoming school year.
Pastor Rainey closed out
the 11th Educational Summit reminding parents of
the power of love and urging them to own up to their
mistakes with the simple
task of asking for forgiveness.
“When you make a mis-

take and say ungodly things
to your children sit down,
look them straight in the
eyes and tell them you love
them,” Rainey said.
Families in need of assistance can get help by dialing 211 where people are
standing by to help parents
navigate through the system. Community based organizations
such
as
churches and the PSFEC
are always willing to connect those in need with
those who can help.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Crist’s plans if he becomes governor
From CRIST, page 1

tal information. First, travel
records should not be
“redacted,” which is the
process of editing or obscuring a document by removing sensitive information.
Second, Crist attacked the
fee structure for getting information.
“You shouldn’t have to
pay exorbitant fees for information that is rightfully
yours,” exclaimed Crist. He
added that the Scott administration has made accessing information from the
government a hindrance.
“We will direct state
agencies to produce public
records at the lowest possible costs available to all
Floridians…and advocate

on the public’s right to
know,” said Crist.
The second EO Crist
promised would be to raise
the minimum wage for contractors doing business with
the State of Florida to $10.10
an hour. Crist immediately
reflected on Gov. Scott’s
point of view of minimum
wage.
“The concept of minimum wage makes him
cringe,” said Crist.
Next, Crist said he
would sign a third and
fourth EO demanding equal
pay for equal work and prohibit the practice of discrimination due to gender, race
or gender identity. Lastly,
Crist said that he would sign

an EO calling for investing
state tax dollars in Florida
businesses.
“Direct government can
make every effort within the
bounds of the law to hire
Floridians and Florida businesses for the work they do
for the state,” said Crist.
Crist introduced Watson
Haynes, the president and
CEO of Pinellas County
Urban League, to discuss
the struggles of local community and civil rights organizations to encourage
raising the minimum wage
in Florida to $10.10.
“We are still progressing
with congress to make that
happen,” said Haynes. “This
is a step out of poverty by

raising the minimum wage.
I commend Crist for saying
this will be the first Executive Order because it will
change the face of poverty
in Florida one person, one
family at a time.”
Next, Crist introduced
Darden Rice, City Council
Representative of District 4,
who reiterated the need for
redressing the issue of equal
pay for women.
“The fact that women in
this day and age still make
83 cents on the dollar for
men (who make 17 cents
more than women) points to
the fact that it’s overdue,
that we have strong leadership to address pay and
equality issues.”

Rice further reinforced
Crist’s position on fairness
for all no matter what race or
gender identity. “He is ready
to get started on Day 1 for
protections of LGBT employees of state government.”
Crist was questioned by
reporters several times

about why he has not debated Nan Rich, the only
Democratic gubernatorial
challenger.
“Right now, my priority
is Gov. Scott.” Crist declared, adding that he would
be willing to have more than
the three debates that Scott
has limited himself to.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Jordan Park Projects Nostalgic Association scholarships awarded
ST. PETERSBURG —
Annually, the Jordan Park
Nostalgic Association, Inc.
(JPPNA) awards scholarships to deserving high
school seniors who aspire
to attend college. In order
to be considered for a
scholarship,
recipients
must complete a comprehensive scholarship application, which includes an
autobiographical essay, reference letters, school transcript and a college
acceptance letter from an
accredited college/university.
Congratulations to the
four talented scholars who
were selected from a pool
of qualified applicants. The
scholars selected demonstrated, through their application packet, that they
have the fortitude to attend
college, complete their educational goals and make a
difference in the community.
Steven Eberhart, Malik
Haywood,
Dhaneshia
Shepherd and Anthony
Wilson were the four
Scholars honored on Mon.,
July 28 at the Enoch Davis
Center. Each scholar received a scholarship in the
amount of $750.
Steven Eberhart, a
graduate of St. Petersburg
High School and currently
attending St. Petersburg
College, read a heartfelt
letter that he wrote and

keeps on his person to remind him when others
doubt him, he knows he
can achieve anything as
long as he doesn’t give up.
Even in the face of adversity and being a teenaged
father of two young boys,
college is doable for him.
Malik Haywood, a
Lakewood High School
graduate, was not present
because he has begun his
studies at North Carolina
A&T University. However,
he wrote a letter read by
his father Phillip Haywood,
Jr. that expressed his desire to be a positive role
model and become a
renowned musician in his
own right.
Dhaneshia Shepherd,
also a graduate of Lakewood High School, will enroll in St. Petersburg
College this semester to
obtain her Associate of
Arts Degree in Physical
Therapy. Upon graduating,
she plans to attend Florida
Agriculture & Mechanical
University where she will
work towards obtaining a
doctorate. While attending
Lakewood, Dhaneshia was
a standout scholar, musician and athlete.
Anthony Wilson, also
not present, of Phoenix
High School was accepted
at Georgia Gwinnett College in Gwinnett, Ga. He
has received numerous
awards during the year as

a standout student and
community student leader.
His goal is to obtain a degree in business administration and become a major
player in the stock market.
After the program a reception was held in their
honor. Rufus Lewis, President gave final remarks
and thanked the community for their continued
support.
The Scholarship Committee of JPPNA is spearheaded by Betty Crawford.
JPPNA is a nonprofit association that scholarship
funds are derived from the
Annual Christmas Holiday
Scholarship Gala, chaired
by Victoria Gaskin. This
year’s event will be held
December 26 at the Gulfport Casino.
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Marjuanee’s inspirational story of overcoming abuse
From HOPE, page 1

since the alleged victim had
been removed from the
home.
“She had a pretty rough
childhood growing up, pretty
much from the time she was
born until she moved in with
us,” said Dancy who hopes
her niece’s story can inspire
other teenagers and their extended families to stick it out
during hard times and to get
involved. “The abuse, the issues were never really addressed like they should
have been.”
Dancy views her niece as
going from one troubled
household to the next, although she admits upon returning to Florida and the
custody of her mother, the
teen was facing a different
type of abuse. She contacted
Child Protective Services in
December, right before the
third of her Marjuanee attempted suicides, and made a
complaint against her sister
and her then boyfriend for
mental abuse toward her
niece. But according to
Dancy nothing was done.
“Child Protective Services didn’t feel the need to remove her because mental
abuse is really not as great as
physical abuse in their eyes,”
said Dancy as she told of a
mile long run from Jordan
Park where the teenager

lived to Dancy’s house to find
sanctuary on the day the
mental abuse escalated.
“It’s really sad to see that
kids have to go through
this,” Dancy said stating
local authorities attributed
the strife to rebellious
teenage angst. “It wasn’t
that,” Dancy continued, “because if it was, I would be
going through problems
with her right now. You can
only mask something for so
long; eventually that mask is
going to come off.”
So she took matters into
her own hands. After speaking with her sister, Dancy was
allowed to take in her niece
and things seem to be looking up for Marjuanee who
has had a lifetime of trouble.
Dancy said her niece,
who attends John Hopkins
Middle School, has improved
her grades and made honor
roll after coming to live with
her and her family, which
consists of three children,
grandkids and her fiancé of
nearly four years.
Dancy attributes the
change in attitude to a change
in environment and the introduction of a family based on
mutual respect and guidelines.
“She has done a 180, you
can just see the resilience in
her,” said Dancy who truly

believes that there is a saving
grace to all the hardships her
niece has endured over the
years. “She can really inspire
kids her age to never give up
hope, to think positive.”
And even though Dancy
is dealing with her own battles, she was diagnosed with
breast cancer a few years ago,
brain cancer recently and is
out of work, she has made
the decision to put Marjuanee’s life first.
By entering Marjuanee in
the Campbell Park Beauty
Pageant where she took first
runner-up and again in
TASCO’s annual Mayor’s
Youth Showcase of Achievement, Dancy hopes to build
self-esteem in her niece by
showing her she is capable of
accomplishing anything she
puts her mind to.
“I cried pretty much
from the time I got there till
it was over,” said Dancy
about watching her niece
blossom on stage.
The burden of providing
for the family rests squarely
on the shoulders of Dancy’s
and her fiancé because she
receives no assistance from
Marjuanee’s parents.
A family member to take
you in when things get
rocky at home isn’t a situation that a lot of teens find
themselves in. Most young

adults take for granted a safe
place to lay their heads, until
there’s trouble.
In fact, in Pinellas County
teens are fighting for a place
to live every day. According
to a 2012 statistic, the Tampa
Bay area ranks number one
in the nation for homelessness, with about 16,000
homeless people and one in
five of them is children.
But for one 13 year old, it
seems there is hope and light
at the end of the tunnel.
Dancy has dreams of adopting her niece, but knows
there are too many obstacles
in her way. Instead she will
settle for being a guiding
force in Marjuanee’s life and
encouraging her to follow her
dreams.

“There’s just been so
many great positive things
that are happening to her and
I’m so happy that she has not
allowed her past to define
who she is today or who she’s
going to become in the future,” said Dancy.
The young teen has
hopes of attending college
where she plans to become a
lawyer and be a voice for the
voiceless, the abused. Dancy
contributes this career goal
to the alleged abuse endured
over a lifetime and believes
with continued counseling
and motivational support her
niece can accomplish anything.
For now though, Dancy
reveals the teen would like to
share her story with other

BUSINESS DIRECTORY



Hires Hairstyling



3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713
Open Tuesday – Friday
6 AM until 6 PM
Losing Hair- Scalp treatments can help
Wigs need shampoo – cut to fit your face



Call (727) 642-7475

   



  

SYLVIA J. TAYLOR P.A.
ATTORNEY & COUNSELOR AT LAW
Specializing In Real Estate Closings,
Refi’s and Probate

1900 Main Street, Suite 750
Sarasota, FL 34238
(941) 309-5188
Fax (941) 309-5201
sylviajtaylorpa@cs.com

CONNECT
WITH US!

girls her age in the hopes of
inspiring those who have
been living with abuse to
come forward and speak up.
Dancy is currently looking
for organizations who would
embrace this opportunity and
have a need for inspirational
speakers.
“She feels [after] what
she went through, she
could probably talk and inspire the youth, especially
around her age, to not give
up,” Dancy explained, “to
know that things are going
to get better.”
The burden of providing
for the family rests squarely
on the shoulders of Dancy’s
fiancé because she receives
no assistance from her
mother.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Learning the fashion industry
From YOUTH, page 1

stars,” stated Samantha
Richardson, chair of the
Gathering of Women. She
also noted that today’s images in the media project an
unrealistic and even dangerous standard of feminine
beauty that has a powerful
influence on the way girls
and women see themselves.
McGhee’s many years in
the fashion industry, both
local and nationally, have
garnered her rave reviews
and a loyal following. “I attended the Barbizon School
of Modeling,” she stated.
“There I learned the fundamentals of modeling and the
lessons learned help to build
my self-esteem, it taught me
to be on time for appointments, importance of presentation and appearance,
communication skills and to
be my own motivation.
These skills will take a
young person far in life.”
The Youth Etiquette and
Fashion Boot camp was
held, from July 14-July 24 at
the James Weldon Johnson
Library. There were workshops and breakout sessions
in modeling, fashion, eti-

quette and personal hygiene.
Some of the sessions were
entitled “The Industry: What
is it and What’s Required,”
“Cultural Diversity,” “Self-Esteem: Learn to Walk with the
Confidence of a Supermodel” along with interviewing and auditioning tips.
Business owners lent
their areas of expertise to
the event as presenters. Milton Mobley, owner of Short
Cuts Barbershop, expressed
to the kids that health and
wellness was just as important as their education. His
associate, Jason Gaskin, informed the kids as to how lucrative the barber or hair
industry can be as a career.
Another presenter was
Nancy Vaughn, executive
producer of Tampa Bay
Fashion Week.
“Pat is a respected fashion designer in the community and has participated in
Tampa Bay Fashion Week
for a number of years,” said
Vaughn. “When I was asked
to speak at her fashion boot
camp, I did not hesitate because I knew it would be put
together with the love and

passion she has for inspiring
young women.”
Some presenters included:
Ric Rollins (Professional
Stylist)
Melvin Duncan (Photographer, Publisher)
Mayra Gomez (former
HSN model, Co-founder of

Christian Fashion Week)
Brandi Winans (Inspirational speaker)
Tina Levene (Author Dept. of Juvenile Justice)
Angela Fletcher (Angelia
Hair Safari)
Nancy Vaughn (Founder
of Fashion Week Tampa Bay)
Nikki Davis (Profes-

sional Model)
CiCi Battle (Youth Conversation Coordinator, Dept.
of Juvenile Justice)
Jacqueline Stoker, (Product development, ROMA)
“As a designer I wanted
to
equip
our
youth
with knowledge,” McGhee
stated. “Letting them know

that they have resources
here in the Tampa Bay area
and not just to rely on reality
shows, magazines and
media for information and
knowledge. I hope to inspire
our young people to reach
for the stars and to always
know that quitting is not an
option.”

Madisyn Aikens, 6
“We learned fashion
and designer stuff.”

Nagee’ Hester, 16
“I’ve learned there’s
more to modeling than
just looking pretty.”

Jade Hinton, 9
“I knew I was scared,
but I tried to do it
anyway.”

Keasia Marshall, 17
“I learned you can be
yourself; you don’t have
to be anybody else.”

Abiann Gayle, 13
“I learned your size
doesn’t matter, you can
still do fashion design
and modeling.”

Nakayae Moore, 11
“I learned you can’t
judge a book by its
cover.”

Girls gave Brandi Winans a certificate of appreciation for teaching them about self-confidence.
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The show is back once again at the Carter G. Woodson Museum by Popular Demand and is
Bigger than Ever! Celebrating our 21st show in the Bay area we plan to get Grown and Sexy!
You're Definitely Going to want to be in the Building for this one!! Live Jazz, RnB, Neo-Soul,
Spoken Word Poetry, Vocalist, Dance, Theatrical Entertainment, and so much more, brought
to you by some of the Best Artist in the Bay! It's a Guaranteed Perfect Night Out!
Perfect for couples... Even Better for Singles! Welcome to the Experience.
WHEN: Saturday, August 2, 2014
WHERE: Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Museum
2240 9th Ave S. St. Petersburg, FL 33712
TIME: Doors open @ 7 p.m.; Expereince begins at 8 p.m.
COST: $10 in Advance $15 @ the door
For Contact and Info: Call 727.470.1990, or 727.564.0538
or visit our company website at accwkinc.weebly.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Omega-Eta Rho Chapter 22nd
Annual Scholarship Golf Tournament
BY TOM PACKER
Guest Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
and the chapters nonprofit, Eta Rho Education
Services held its annual
golf tournament Sat., July
26 at the beautiful Isla Del
Sol Championship Golf
Course.
This year’s tournament
featured 16 teams, both
ladies and men, from
around the bay area. As the
sun was rising high in the
morning sky, the mood
and enthusiasm were electrifying as golfers set out to
play an outstanding day of
golf in support of the chapter’s scholarship program.
This year’s chairperson
for
the
tournament,
Brother William “Bill”

Puller, would like to thank
all the participants that
made this event the most
successful of all. Brother
Puller and his committee
each year strives to provide
not only a wonderful day of
golf for all that wishes to
play, but a deeper understanding of the gifts that
their play affords many deserving students going off
to college.
The tournament featured two ladies teams with
first place going to Barbara
Ina, Patricia Seel, Tamara
Graham and Kimberly
Kovac. Second place went
to Christine Glover, Karen
Martinez, Cheryl Johnson
and Clemmie Perry.
The men had winners
in three categories with
first place going to Art
Wright, Cameron Wolfe,

Karizim Clover and Kyle
Kubala. Second place featured Toriano Parker, Rob
Harrison, Jeff Copeland
and Winky Wright. Third
place consisted of Stevie
Thomas, Lanier Waters,
Wayne Wilson and Shandy
Gregg.
The tournament wishes
to express special thanks
to this year’s event sponsors, Roy James Financial,
Mike Porter Insurance,
The Packer Family Trust
and Dixon Golf. Gifts for
the tournament were made
possible by Regions Bank,
Life Link, Edwin Watts and
Golfsmith. The appreciation luncheon handouts
and tokens of appreciation
were provided by Seal
Shield, Targus, Tech Data,
The Jackson Family and
William Puller, CPA.

NO COST MEDICAID &
MEDICARE REVIEWS
The Tournament’s first place teams

      

727-327-9881 • 3535 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

H EALTH & WELLNESS
• Prevention • Awareness • Education •
•Testing • Counseling • Referrals •
HELP - US - HELP - U • Access
Food Stamp Application/SNAP
Medicaid Application - Recertification

727.403.3366
www.helpushelpuinc.org
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

 




Come Worship With the First Baptist Family









  

  

 




  

   





 


 
   





 
  

 

 
  



 





 

Victory Christian Center Church

 



  

    



Sunday School .................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ............6:30 p.m.



Tutoring offered Tuesday &
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study 7:00 p.m.




Wednesday Night Bible Study.......7:30 p.m.








Kingdom Restoration, Inc.

Faith Based Outreach Ministry

 
  
  

3530 1st Avenue North, Ste. 217
St. Petersburg, Florida 33713

(727) 564-1389




Pastor Shurrea Daniels

 

SERVICES
Sunday School:
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service:
9:30 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m.


 
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.


Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.




BETHEL COMMUNITY
BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567





 
 
 



  

Need a ride? Our Transportation Ministry is available Sundays and Wednesdays

Sunday School 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Communion - 1st Sunday of each month
New Members Orientation - Sunday at 8:45 a.m.

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus
Christ as our Saviour; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of
God returning to God’s Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His
love among one another.








 





  
 

 


 






 

1818 29th Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship

11:30 a.m.






  



 
 


 
     
  
  





Motto: Restoring One Life At A Time

We provide independent services to young women,
between the ages of 18-21, that have aged out of foster care.
Services Offered:
Community Housing, Life Skills, Financial Planning
Performing Arts and Technical Assistance
We also Offer:
E.V.E. Enrichment Classes on Monday and Wednesday 6-8 p.m.
Every 3rd Saturday Women’s Ministry 1-3 p.m.

Visit Us At http://www.kingdomrestoration.info/

  

The Crossing Point
Christian Cultural Empowerment
Community Center
“JESUS, the same yesterday, today and forever.” Hebrews 13:8

919 18th St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 821-0304
Email: thechurch@thecrossingpoint.net
Edgar & Sarah Edwards,
Visit our website: www.thecrossingpoint.net
Overseers

Worship - Sundays 11 am & 4 pm
Visible Voices Christian
Community Association Fellowship
Thursdays 7 pm
“We are a Movement with a Message. The results are that we build people; not programs.”


 

  
 
 

  
 

Pastors Dexter and
Wanda McCree
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THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida





Presiding Bishop
Warren Hawkins

 

CHURCH MOTTO: ALL IN ONE AND ONE IN ALL; WHEN
WE GET OUT OF ONE WE’RE OUT OF ALL. NO ONE IS
LEFT BEHIND; WE NEED TO KNOW WHO JESUS IS!
Addresses
• 1st and 3rd Sabbath at 3931 Central Ave. St. Petersburg , Fl
• 2nd, 4th and 5th Sabbath and Wed. nights at
3900 Dr. Martin Luther King St. South Petersburg , Fl
Service times and Contact information
• 10:30 am -12:00 noon Sabbath School
• 12:00 noon -1:30 pm Worship service
• 7:30 pm Bible Study on Wed. Nights
• 727-290-8115 after 5 pm (Bishop Hawkins)
• 727 614 6994 after 2 pm (secretary)

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.





Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark MBC
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the community at large, its wish that there
would be an overflowing of God’s
blessings upon their lives. St.
Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we
are a haven of hope, help, and
healing for a world hungering for
and thirsting after the enlightened word of God. At St. Mark,
we are Christians willing to work
and partner in unity, praising
God for His awesome gift, His
son Jesus Christ.
Coming events for Aug.
Aug. 1 - Monthly Business
Meeting at 7 p.m.

Aug. 9-10 - Pre Church
Anniversary
Celebration
Events:
Aug. 9 - Bible Fun & Fellowship at Maximo Park from
3-6 p.m.

Aug. 10 - Hat & Tie Day during 10:45 a.m. service
Aug. 13 - Back to School
Bash (6:30 pm-8:30 p.m.) at the
Child’s Park Community Center
(4301 13th Ave S) to assist the
children in the Child’s Park Community with all the necessary
items needed to return to school.
Over the past four years, the St.
Mark Missionary Baptist Church
through the efforts of the Community Outreach Ministry has
provided backpacks filled with
school supplies as well as other
needed personal care items and
services.
Aug. 18 - First day of school
Aug. 27-30 - Congress No. 2 St. John 1st Baptist, Palmetto, FL
Weekly Scheduled Activities
for St. Mark
Sunday School held for both
children and adults of all ages.
Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30. All are invited to come and join us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited

to come out study the Bible with
us, and learn “What Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 6 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Mime/Praise Dance Rehearsal on Sundays from 2-4 p.m.
N I. K. E. After School Tutoring (4:30-6 p.m.) on Tuesdays &
Thursdays (closed during holiday seasons and school breaks)
Young Adult Ministry every
Monday from 6:30 p.m. (Bible
Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible
Study is held every Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer
Meeting
and
Bible Study every Wednesday
evening at 7.
Children Youth Ministry
Bible Study every Wednesday at
7:30 p.m.

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
Saint Petersburg, Florida
Church Office: 727.906.8300
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., Pastor

2014 Family and Friends Celebration
Prayer Week
August 11th - 13th - 7 p.m.
Family Reunion Choir Workshop & Concert

August 14th - 15th (Workshop)- 7 p.m.
August 16th - 8 a.m. (Workshop) - 4 p.m.
*Concert: August 16th - 7 p.m.*
Family and Friends Sunday Worship

Friendship MBC
Our Mission: Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church is a
family of believers in Christ,
reaching out to the world,
preaching the gospel to the unsaved and teaching the saved to
serve by demonstrating the Love
of Christ - Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.,
Pastor
2014 “Total Surrender, Total
Sacrifice, and Total Stewardship”
– II Corinthians 9:6-8.
Mark your calendar
You are invited to attend our
annual Family and Friends Celebratory events at Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, Dr. John
A. Evans, Sr., Pastor.
Prayer Week: Aug. 11 - 13, at
7 p.m. We look forward to your
presence.
Register Now!! You are cordially invited to participate in the
Family Reunion Choir Workshop
and Concert: Aug. 14 - 16. Registration Coordinator: Sister Gayle
Jenkins. Church Office: 727-9068300.

Thursday, Aug. 14: Opening
night featuring Dr. K. Bernard
Parrott, Minister of Music and
Mt. Zion’s Sanctuary Choir. Reverend Louis M. Murphy, Sr., Pastor, Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church, Saint
Petersburg, Florida. We look forward to your presence.
Friday, Aug. 15: Choir Workshop at 7 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 16: Choir
Workshop, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Family Reunion Choir Concert: Aug. 16 at 7 p.m. We look
forward to your presence.
Family and Friends Celebration: Aug. 17, at 7:45 a.m., Bishop
Zema Florence, Holy Cathedral
Pentecostal Church, St. Petersburg, Fla. At 10:45 a.m., Dr.
Clarence P. Noble, Pastor of
Greater Saint Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, Tuskegee, Alabama. Musical Worship: Family
Reunion Choir. We look forward
to your presence.

Revival 2014: Aug. 18 - 20, at
7 p.m. Guest Evangelist, Dr. Marcus Davidson, Pastor of New
Mount Olive Baptist Church,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida. We
look forward to your presence.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to happiness or heaven, you’ll find it
through Jesus Christ. Dr. John A.
Evans, Sr., Pastor and the Friendship family welcomes you to our
open doors. Friendships’ Sunday
Praise and Worship are 7:45 a.m.
and 10:45 a.m. Sunday Church
School begins at 9:30 a.m. Come
join us each Wednesday for Bible
Study at Noon and 7 p.m. Dr.
Evans, Sr., Pastor, invites you to
come join us and share in the
study of God’s word .
Friendship is located at 3300
31st St. S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
33712. Our telephone number:
727-906-8300.
www.fmbctheship.org
God Bless You – The Ship!

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church, “God’s
House to the City,” under the
leadership of Dr. Rickey L. Houston extends an invitation to the
community to join us as we declare the living Word of God. Join
us at 9 a.m. for Sunday School
and at 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Bible Study and Teen Summit/
Children Rising are held on
Wednesday evening, at 7.
We cultivate the fullest spiritual life possible both individually
and corporately; and we communicate God’s truth at every oppor-

tunity. Building a Stronger Congregation and Community to the
Glory of God. Living out these
principles results in a kaleidoscope of ministries for all ages
and interests. We also encourage
the community to make use of
our Prayer Line. (727-321-9645)
The Women’s Ministry is actively preparing for their annual
seminar scheduled for Saturday,
Aug. 16, 8:30 am to 2:30 pm. The
theme this year is Sisters Singing
Praises: Hallelujah Anyhow.
Keynote speaker is Minister

August 17th - 7:45 a.m.
Bishop Zema Florence
Holy Cathedral Pentecostal Church
Saint Petersburg, Florida

Sharon Saulsby of Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church, along
with other presenters and Hallelujah Monologues’. For registration and additional information
please call the church office (3270554).
“Maintaining the Faith to
Trust the Unseen in 2014”
Hebrews 11: 1, 6 II Corinthians 4:1
Telephone:
727-327-0554
Fax: 727-327-0240
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.r
r.com Website: www.bmmbc.org

August 17th - 10:45 a.m.
Dr. Clarence P. Noble, Pastor
Greater Saint Mark Missionary Baptist Church
Tuskegee, Alabama
2014 Revival Week
August 18th - 20th - 7 p.m.
Dr. Marcus D. Davidson, Pastor
New Mount Olive Baptist Church
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Total Surrender, Total Sacrifice,
Total Stewardship

Real Talk With Kisha Jordan National T.V. Show
Every Monday Night
@ 10:30 P.M.
On Comcast,
all Smart Phones and Roku!
www.youtube.com/KJMMinistries

WRXB Praise 1590 AM Presents:
Real Talk With Kisha Jordan
For more information:
http://kishajordanenterprises.org
www.facebook.com/KishaFanPage
813-380-7771 (TV Show Number)

Radio Show

Call In To The Station:

Every Saturday
1:30 - 2:00 P.M.

(Radio Number)

727-864-1600
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COMMUNITY NEWS
‘Don’t Come Down From the Chinaberry Tree:’ A story of empowerment
BY MARCY NORTHRUP
PALMERI
Contributor

ST. PETERSBURG —
Having earned a master’s
degree in addiction counseling, advising women on
the cycles of abuse and experiencing domestic violence firsthand, Rasheedah
Sharif brings forth three
decades of experience and
a level of compassion that
attracts people from all
walks of life.
Sharif is originally from
New Jersey, but calls the
Tampa Bay area her home.
Among the many hats worn
by this woman are author,
artist, educator and motivational speaker. As an author,
she reaches countless
women through her book,
“Don’t Come Down From
the Chinaberry Tree,”
which provides the readers
with insight and a peek into
her earlier life while guiding them toward a place in
their own existence where
they can find balance and
inner strength.
At 16 years old, the character in her book named
Rose planned a pregnancy
hoping to change the direction in which her life was
headed. She and her 18year-old boyfriend began a
new adventure, but not the
sort she had hoped for. The
cycle of abuse began as he
isolated her from family and
friends, more children followed and so did the mental
and ultimately physical
abuse.
The father of Rose’s
children used them as

leverage against her, torturing her soul. Finally after
hitting rock bottom she decided enough was enough
and broke the chain of violence. Rose got the authorities involved, and a little at
a time began healing spiritually and emotionally.
Rose is the name Sharif
chose for the main character because as a child, amid
the commotion in her own
home, she would often peer
out her bedroom window
and see a woman selling
roses. One day the woman
knocked on her door and
brought her several of the
beautiful, fragrant flowers.
Before that day, Sharif
had not smiled for a very

long time. She assumed the
kind woman must have
heard her screaming during the violent acts that
often took place in her
house and wanted to help in
the only way she knew how.
She said they built a distant
relationship and the name
Rose is symbolic and meaningful to her and has a special place in her life, and
now in her book.
When things got rough
during Sharif’s childhood
she would climb the chinaberry tree in her grandmother’s yard. The tree
would offer her solace,
comfort and safety. “I’d feel
so content, so loved when I
was up in that tree,” said

Sharif.
“Don’t Come Down
From the Chinaberry Tree”
is a series of 11 short stories
based upon her life experiences. Sharif feels her book
leads readers to think about
their own lives. “Every teen
or woman can find themselves in the stories to some
degree,” she said.
Her book promotes discussion and offers encouragement in the face of
adversity. The message is
one of strength as the main
character overcomes the
seemingly inescapable situation.
“My book is an excellent tool to identify problems, to inspire and

motivate teens and adults to
make changes in their lives.
I recommend that those in
abusive situations talk to
someone who can give insight or do it anonymously
over the phone. Don’t feel
embarrassed, ashamed or
guilty. Tear down the walls,”
Sharif stated.
She went on to say that
while teaching high school,
students felt comfortable
enough with her to reveal
what had happen to them.
“Oftentimes kids will act out
on the surface, but inside
they are wounded and
bruised. They sometimes
think if they talked about it
they will be judged and I
want to break down that

barrier,” explained Sharif.
Sharif offers classes on
Thursdays from 11:15-12:15
p.m. at the Gulfport Recreation Center. Her classes
focus on empowerment
through color as she reviews 15 key topics. In this
class you will learn the spiritual aspects of the color
spectrum with art.
“Don’t Come Down
From the Chinaberry
Tree,” is available through
barnesandnoble.com and
amazon.com for $15. Sharif
is one of the featured authors at the Black Authors
and Business Showcase
Sat., Aug. 9 at the St. Petersburg Museum of History.
See ad on page 3.

